
 

 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

From the data analysis, the writer found 19 data from Mulan movie. 

From the all data analysis, the writer concluded that gender stereotype is a 

perception about characteristics and behavior that performed by women and 

men. Gender stereotype is divided into two, masculine and feminine. 

Masculine portrayed brave, strong, dominant, and assertive, while feminine 

portrayed emotional, affection, care, and less assertive. Based on the data 

analysis, the writer concluded as following: 

1. In this movie, woman portrayed as graceful, emotional, elegant, quiet, 

and elegant, while man portrayed strong, brave, assertive and 

competitive, being a leader. Woman mostly do a house chore, while man 

work outside. 

2. Mulan’s characters have more masculine stereotype than feminine 

stereotype. The finding shows that Mulan’s characters portrayed strong, 

brave, and also independent. Mulan shows her masculine actions when 

she was protecting her father’s life by volunteering as a warrior, walking 

on the roof tile, having a fight with the enemies, jumping on bamboos, 

protecting the kingdom and also serving the Emperor. At the end, Mulan 

broke the stereotype that women can also become a warrior. 



 

 

B. Suggestion 

Based on the result of this research, the writer would like to give some 

suggestions that would be useful in the future for the researchers and the 

readers as follows: 

1. For the Researchers 

Writer suggest the other researchers to study more about masculine 

stereotype and feminine stereotype. As each stereotype has many 

aspects to explore, the other researchers may focus on either masculine 

stereotype or feminine stereotype. 

2. For the Readers 

Since nowadays gender stereotype is considered as an interesting 

topic to discuss, the readers, especially those who study literature, 

should understand it well. People understanding about gender and its 

stereotype can be quite bias, therefore it is important to know its 

characterizations. 


